Enhancing Industrial Space
Competitiveness
Global Trends and Local Positioning

Executive Summary
SSP19

Introduction
The global space industry is growing rapidly, enabling public and private companies to capitalize the
use of outer space on various markets such as agriculture, transportation, manufacturing and life
sciences.
Smaller geographical areas are developing space competencies, with different ratios of government
and commercial activity. Two examples of success are the Aerospace Valley in Toulouse, France, an
innovation center of space competencies that brings together industry and academia, and the Space
Resources Initiative in Luxembourg, which funds initiatives to mine resources in space.
Integrating outer space with industrial competencies is a venture that can provide important
opportunties to regions. Strasbourg Eurométropole believes that the cross-fertilization approaches
between the space sector and regional key sectors can generate added value and solve problems
through technological input. Since Strasbourg Eurométropole is part of the Grand Est region, this
would be the natural focal point for a regional case study.
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Mission Statement
SpacEst aims to provide a set of guidelines for regional decision makers
to enable an industrially competitive future in the space sector.

31 participants of the
International Space University
Space Studies Program (SSP19)

Increase the
competitiveness of the
space industry in the area
Sponsored by
Strasbourg
Eurométropole and
Grand Est region
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Space Competencies
United States
National Space Program
Strong commercial involvement
Launching capabilities
Reusable launch vehicles
Human Spaceflight Missions
Approx. 800 Satellites in Orbit
Deep Spaceflight Missions

Europe
European Space Program
Strong commercial involvement
Launching capabilities
Approx. 110 Satellites in Orbit
Deep Space Missions

The growth of the space industry since the end of the space race has given room
for more diversity in space competencies around the world. The global space
competencies are not just dominated by government agencies, the competencies
are also spread between various commercial companies in different parts of the
world.
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Russia

National Space Program
Some commercial involvement
Launching capabilities
Approx. 150 Satellites in Orbit
Human Spaceflight Missions

China

National Space Program
Some commercial involvement
Launching capabilities
Human Spaceflight Missions
Approx. 280 Satellites in Orbit
Deep Spaceflight Missions

India

National Space Programs
Some commercial involvement
Approx. 50 Satellites in Orbit
Deep Space Missions

Japan

National Space Programs
Some commercial involvement
Approx. 70 Satellites in Orbit
Deep Space Missions
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Regional Industrial Expertise
Grand Est
The regional industrial expertise of Grand Est have been identified based on company revenue
and number of employees in the various sectors registered in Alsace. Based on this information,
SpacEst has matched the regional expertise and space trends in order to identify opportunities
to boost space competencies.
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The first step towards increasing the regional space competitiveness in the Grand Est region
could be to boost activities in these sectors, stimulating them to become larger sub-contractors
for big space enterprises.
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Global Space Technology Trends
The global space economy could be worth €1 trillion by 2040 (Morgan Stanley, 2019), compared to €318 billion for the year 2018 (Bryce Space & Technology, 2018).
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Global space technology trends are driven by national security, expansion
of space based on Earth applications, and scientific objectives pursuing
human space exploration, and robotic deep space exploration.

3D Printing
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Matching Industrial Expertise
with Space Trends
Cross-industry collaboration and
innovation are familiar concepts
among economic strategists and policy
makers. Growing competitiveness
is one main factor to push different
industries to collaborate and innovate.
This requires an open and flexible
approach from industry leaders, since
many regard intellectual capital as
one of their largest assets.
Cross-industry innovation is a creative
technique using analogies inspired
from other industries to find solutions
or to improve processes internally.
Innovative
Tool

SpacEst has prepared an innovative framework
that aims to assist in matching regional industrial
competencies with current space trends. At the core
of the tool there is a comprehensive table with two
groups - global space trends and regional industrial
expertise - that are evaluated against one another,
with the intent to show how a space trend can be
integrated into regional industry. Using this tool,
decision makers can make informed decisions with
regard to which industry has more potential for
integration with the space industry.
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Global Competitiveness Index Pillars
1. Institutions
12. Innovation

2. Infrastructure

11. Business
Sophistication

3. Macroeconomic
Environment

10. Market Size

4. Health and Primary
Education

5. Higher Education and
Training

9. Technological
Readiness

8. Financial Market
Development
Grand Est Industrial Competitiveness
Grand Est Industrial Space Potential

6. Good Market Efficiency
7. Labor Market Efficiency

SpacEst has reviewed the twelve pillars of the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Index
(GCI) by evaluating the potential impacts of those pillars on the leading regional industries. This
tool enables decision makers to get a better overview of relevant pillars to address when trying to
promote the region’s space competitiveness.
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Guidelines
The innovative SpacEst online tool enables policy and decision makers to rapidly
review, contextualize, and select policies that are relevant to the opportunities
and challenges they face.
The methodology is based on the twelve pillars of industrial competitiveness,
from the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Index (GCI), and
adapted to the regional level. It contains space policies drawn from across
the globe.
Policy and decision makers can use this tool to gain an understanding of the
impact of different policies across the twelve pillars of the GCI from Market
Size and Institutions to Technological Readiness and Labor Market Efficiency.
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Recommendations
Bearing in mind the industries already present in the region, as well as the time and complexity
to implement them, we recommend three key policies that have the highest potential impact for
the Grand Est region:
Public and private partnership investment in space
Improve space sector outreach and provide support for space businesses
Cross-industry and cross-border collaboration
Specific recommendations for regional industry change are suggested as follows:
1. Foster manufacturing of space machinery and production of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
components.
2. Facilitate development of health technologies such as bio-sensors for in-situ resource
utilization, healthcare systems for a human mission to Mars, bio-regenerative systems for
space habitats, and telemedicine.
3. Leverage expertise in chemistry and materials to capitalize on trends in cryogenics,
(ecologically friendly) propellants, and composite and polymer materials for micro and reusable
launch vehicles.
4. Support the wine industry with satellite data to observe vineyards and implement precision
agriculture.
5. Encourage water and environmental engineering experts to work on water and environmental
monitoring and control systems in space, and use satellite sensors to monitor water and the
environment.
6. Help glass manufacturers to innovate in lenses for sophisticated telescopes, glass for
spacecraft windows, and finely powdered glass for spacecraft heat shielding.
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Conclusion
Our innovative framework matches regional competencies against key standard concepts
of competitiveness. Gaps and overlaps in regional expertise and global space trends
are shown to aid decision makers in identifying potential in the space industry. Policies
and their impact are provided at http://grandest.space. Decision makers can use this
service to find the right policies and exploit existing resources for competitiveness in
the space industry.
SpacEst sees great potential in the space economy for Grand Est on both a regional and
global level. From its rich agricultural heritage and the intellectual vitality of Strasbourg,
to advances in health technologies and material sciences; Grand Est can grow and realize
its potential in space. Through adopting key policies, local authorities can influence the
direction of Grand Est and engage in bringing space to the region.

Electronic copies of the Executive Summary and Report can be downloaded from the ISU Library
website at http://isulibrary.isunet.edu/
International Space University
Strasbourg Central Campus
Parc d’Innovation
1 rue Jean-Dominique Cassini
67400 Illkirch-Graffenstaden
France
Tel +33 (0)3 88 65 54 30
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